Answer Key

Ethics Test Questions

1. Ethics is a new concept that explains how we think and behave towards one another and how we want people to think and behave towards us. T or F

2. The term ethics is described as moral principles that govern a person or group's behavior. T or F

3. Ethical employees are a good people so it is easy to be ethical. T or F

4. The ethical choice always feels good therefore it is easy to do. T or F

5. Ethics identifies mainly with saying the right things instead of saying the wrong things. T or F

6. When an employee in an organization uncovers wrongdoing, an attempt to get it resolved in-house but is unable to do so then choose to report outside of the organization he/she is called a ___________.
   A. Rationalizer   B. Unethical employee   C. Whistleblower   D. None of these

7. ___________ are those people who have a claim in some ways to the company’s product, operations, markets, industry and outcomes.  
   A. Internal customers   B. Stakeholders   C. Suppliers   D. Executives

8. Business Ethics comprise the principles and standards that guide behavior; these ethics are taught during ___________.
   A. Orientation   B. Ethics Training   C. Social Experiences   D. A, B, & C

9. This measure was put in place to stop employers from retaliating against employees who report unethical behavior.
   A. Sarbanes-Oxley Act   B. Integrity Model   C. Darrin Clements Model   D. Work Rules

10. Norms are only learned at work. T or F